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In -../ Timespan commissioned a curatorial research report to support the development of an ambitious, 

exciting and sustainable visual arts programme over the -.0.–-.01 period. The theme of the programme is ‘bridg-
ing’ arts and local area/community interests. As part of this programme, artists in residence have worked with 
community members and the museum’s resources to identify distinctive ideas and local-global issues.

Graham Fagen was invited by Timespan and guest curator Kirsteen Macdonald to work with this theme. Fagen 
is interested in connections between cultural histories that aren’t always immediately apparent. He recasts histori-
cal narratives into new ideas, looking at how contemporary culture is formed and what in2uences the way we live. 

Baile an Or is an exhibition of new work by Graham and seven community members exploring the universal 
theme of place and was on show at Timespan from August–October -.00.
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Graham Fagen

Baile an Or
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!<$ %=>?$49 *@ Graham Fagen’s Alm Baile an Or is the sea, river and land that form Helmsdale and the Strath of Kildonan. 
In it, he doesn’t illustrate a community or present a narrative history or topographical study, but looks at universal symbol-
ism attributed to landscape and threads of history connected to this speciAc place.

Fagen’s research began with the notion of ‘looking’. In early January we walked up the Strath of Kildonan in 
deep, white snow, looking for a path that leads to a stream, a stream that cuts through the snow in deep brown 
peaty hue, small 2ecks glistening within the stones on its bed. Harsh weather had brought an astounding number 
of deer close to the roads and inhabited areas in search of food. They gathered on hillsides all around, observing us 
from a distance, our clumsy attempts to traverse the snowy terrain in sharp contrast to their own elegance. 
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During the walk that day, Fagen said his mind drifted into Arvo Pärt’sB version of Robert Burns’ ‘My Heart’s 
In The Highlands’. In Pärt’s composition each syllable is gracefully enunciated like slow footsteps in deep, crisp 
snow. ‘My heart’s in the Highlands, my heart is not here, My heart’s in the Highlands, a-chasing the deer; Chasing 
the wild-deer, and following the roe, My heart’s in the Highlands, wherever I go.’ 

The way you look at things is not just shaped by cultural experiences and personal memories but also by 
language. The place names in Sutherland have long been ‘given and subsequently used, by people speaking diCerent 
languages and having diCerent cultures’. In the -nd century D8 the earliest known name for the Helmsdale river, 
Ila, was recorded by the cartographer Ptolemy of Alexandria.E Baile an Or is the Gaelic name given to a community 
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of temporary huts and tents erected by prospectors in 0FG/ at the Strath of Kildonan during Scotland’s only gold 
rush. For centuries townships stretched along this riverbank, until the early 0/th century, when hundreds of 
families were cleared from their crofts to Sutherland’s coasts by Improvers, the land-owners importing new breeds 
of sheep and farming methods to boost proAtability.

In 0FG/ the Duke of Sutherland began selling permits for the extraction of gold, silver and other minerals from 
his estate. Amongst many novices were miners from Australia and America providing expertise in gold recovery.H 
The Duke presented a gold watch to Robert Gilchrist, a native of Kildonan who had spent 0I years in the goldAelds 
of Australia, to honour him for discovering Sutherland’s gold. Needless to say, no-one made their fortune during 
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the short-lived gold rush, although the Duke made a canny income from trading licenses. Nowadays licensed Ashing 
on the Helmsdale river brings elite tourism to the Highlands, whilst high up the glen hobbyists pan freely for gold. 

In increasingly erratic global Anancial markets, gold acts as a currency rather than a commodity. Words, melo-
dies, songs and stories have their own currency, travelling between cultures, producing shifting social and political 
connections. The soundtrack of Baile an Or is composed from Aeld recordings around the camera: waves, water and 
a wind so Aerce it almost blows the camera over in the Arst scene. The only melody is the brief clock chime, the 
Westminster Quarters – a steady rhythm so familiar to the experience of being in Helmsdale, but linking this place to 
all the other towns and cities where the tune marks time every quarter of an hour.
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References to loss in close-ups of memorial inscriptions provide interruptions to an otherwise steady 2ow of 
landscape images. ‘They laid the foundations that we might build thereon, Gartymore, 0FF0–0/F0’ makes refer-
ence to the local political eCort to ensure security of tenure for crofters. The inaugural branch of the Land League 
Movement founded in Gartymore, near Helmsdale, was a catalyst in the campaign that led to the Crofting Act of 
0FFG. Two further texts, ‘The Great War 0/0J–0/0F’ and ‘They died that we might live’, refer to the continual 
history of migration and loss caused by war. 

Reconciliation from the experience of warfare is absent in Neil Gunn’s tale of a soldier’s homecoming in the 
essay ‘Highland Space’, referenced by Fagen as a touchstone in the making of Baile an Or. Gunn contradicts the 
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notion of landscape as a place of contentment, dissipating the image inherited from Romanticism of the lone Agure 
in rapture at sublime nature. Instead, he describes ‘the fear of empty space; at Arst, fear of the “vacant” places, 
brooding mountains, sterile distances; and then of the appalling outward swoop into space itself, into inAnite 
emptiness, into Pascal’s horror of it, the horror vacui.’ L Another theme in this essay is the representation of nature 
in Western and Oriental art, philosophies by which landscape can be represented and which in2uence our ways of 
looking at the familiar. He explores how ‘the tree’ can become ‘tree’, an elemental form in pictorial space. 

In Fagen’s work images of 2owers have provided a stand-in for human portraits. In ‘Plant Series’, 0///,M he 
positioned apparently objective images of speciAc plants alongside monologue texts exploring them as potential 
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metaphors of social meaning with deep-rooted cultural associations linked to complex subjects such as death, class 
and sectarianism. In Baile an Or attention is paid to symbolic potential in close-ups of spring 2owers in full bloom; 
tidal water slowly covering a dry stone; and the only recurring image – a small tree, Arst bare, then budding in 
spring. Could this tree be Robert Burns’ Tree of Liberty?N

Culture seen through the lens of another culture is a perpetual theme in Fagen’s work. In Baile an Or this exists 
within the prism of time. The Alm belies a seemingly logical chronology of images moving along a set path from 
morning to midnight. Within the overall latency of Baile an Or the experience of time is subtly distilled. The static 
camera frames small actions as drama. You don’t experience scenes through a character’s eyes. There’s no use of 
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zoom or panning shots to add emotional direction. Controlling the camera adds distance to the subject. As a clock 
face appears illuminated over the town, so the universal co-ordinates of moon and stars appear over the sea. Images 
of the horizon exist all over the world. Stories and songs abound in this threshold between land and sea, the place 
that loved ones leave from or return to. 

At Timespan Baile an Or was exhibited alongside seven Alms produced by people living in the local area. They 
build a more familiar context of this place as a repository for living memory, experience and feelings. For some, 
these feelings strongly connect to the past, to the missing, while younger participants use the camera to explore 
location as a place of imagination.
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I think of the Helmsdale river continually 2owing as the imagery from Baile an Or travels on in the memory.  
I ‘think on this place far north, where the wide water will still sing its peat and amber song over grey stones to the 
sea’.O Fagen’s Alm is a parallel about this place, told without words. Another component in Timespan’s archives 
where fragments of history are collected, researched, interpreted and stored.
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 0 Estonian composer Arvo Pärt (b. 0/1T) composed music to Burns’ poem ‘My heart’s in the Highlands’ for countertenor or alto and organ in -....
 - Omand, D (ed.), The Sutherland book,0/F-, p. -IF.
 1 http://www.helmsdale.org/gold-rush.html.
 J ‘Highland Space’, by Neil Gunn, Arst appeared in Saltire Review, Vol. G, No. -1, Winter 0/G0, pp. JT–JF.
 T Graham Fagen, Botanica, Grizedale Books, -..-, pp. 1.–JT.
 G Graham Fagen co-produced a reggae dub version of ‘The Tree of Liberty’, linked to the exhibition ‘somebodyelse’ at The Changing Room, Stirling. 

Arranged and recorded with Adrian Sherwood, sung by Ghetto Priest with Ian King, Skip McDonald and Pete Lockett, released by On-U Sound/
Tolbooth records, -../.

 I Janis Mackay poem in the geological garden at Timespan.
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